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h"a(z) =&&"8p,( where q =1, 2 is the charge degree of freedom (8;", '-= 8"" -i8"") and a= 1, 2 is a U(2)-symmetry space index. The I'" =I'y" which conserves charge can be written in chiral components: l = P"'(-e p, ") P~, o' = +, where P, = i(1+i ye') are the chiral right and left projection operators, E" is the charge matrix, and p, "are the real antisymmetric matrices of U(2). ' Equation (2) (with A. = 0) now yields two types of solutions: (i) I', =(P'+P~,)P"and (ii) r, =P'(I+~, )P, +P-(I -v, )P,. '0 The P's are arbitrary constants of dimension of mass.
We discuss here in general terms the l solution of case (i). The U(2) Fermi coordinates admit a set of chiral U(2)S U(2) gauge transformations with corresponding gauge vector mesons in the metric:
It""=(gt") v""(x)+.. . , t"= p"P, . (6) and may be absorbed by the vector mesons into the gauge-invariant combination S'""+B"y", Z"+ & "y, (e.g. , in the unitary gauge).
The actual detailed way in which the mass growth for u"",p""etc. , occurs is more complicated than in the A. WO theory. Thus even though scale invariance is spontaneously broken and the P parameters of dimension of mass enter the metric, the tree contributions to the masses van- ish since by Eq. (2), I'"I',=0 for X=O (e.g. , mass terms such as I'"I'~p", are now zero). Mass growth does occur dynamically though. Thus the scalar field f(x) appears in It k., =M,(O~)"(e~),f(x)+. . . , (7) where the arbitrary mass M, has been factored out so that f(x) has canonical Bose dimension.
f(x) cannot be gauged away, and the term M, fp» appears, for example, in the p» equations.
From interactions with a set of axial vector mesons, k "a = (Hiey') a "(x) +. . . , we find that at the one-loop level (0~f~0) -M, and is finite. (At higher order, the mass will also depend on the P's. ) Similar mass growth occurs for other bosons. respectively. The principal contaminants in the target were "C (1'%), "0 (I..3%), and hydrogen (~2%). Reaction products with & = 3 to 12 were identified with a~(ionization-chamber)-E counter telescope. Angular distributions were measured in the range 4' to 40 (lab). The accuracy of the absolute normalization is estimated to be about + 8%.
The yields of neon, sodium, and magnesium
